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An alphabetical account of the part in the Second World War played by the Kipper Fleet as it

was known in the RAF. Coastal Command often lacked resources compared with other home

commands, giving it its other nickname of the Cinderella Service. Its main role was defensive

that of protecting Britains vital sea borne supply lines in home waters as well as in the

Mediterranean, the Middle East and around the coasts of Africa.Coastal Command also acted

in an offensive capacity, particularly in the so-called Battle of the Barges in 1940 which helped

deter Hitler from invading the UK, and in the Mediterranean and the Baltic, attacking German

shipping. Coastal Command, however, is most usually remembered for the war against the U-

boats, one that was eventually won.From A to Z this well-illustrated book tells the story of the

gallantry, the achievements, the losses, the VCs, the aircraft and much else about RAF Coastal

Command.
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general, the ranks attributed to service personnel are the ones in which they were serving at

the relevant time. Any attempt to differentiate between the various classes of rank, including

substantive, wartime substantive, temporary and acting would probably create considerable

confusion. A number of important RAF Coastal Command stations have been given their own

entries, as examples of the locations from which the Command operated.Foreword“Battles

might be won or lost, enterprises might succeed or miscarry, territories might be gained or

quitted, but dominating all our power to carry on in the war, or even to keep ourselves alive, lay

our mastery of the ocean routes and the free approach and entry to our ports … the only thing

that ever frightened me during the war was the U-boat peril.”Sir Winston ChurchillAdvances in

technology in the twentieth century meant that military history was littered with examples of the

“horse versus tank” moment. Yet, the full implications of these technologically-driven

capabilities were rarely obvious at the time. One such example goes to the heart of the history

of Coastal Command. On a typical February day in 1935 in a Northamptonshire field, Robert

Watson-Watt and his team demonstrated the detection capability of what we now know as

radar. It was this invention, plus the eight-gun fighter at the tip of the spear, that subsequently

delivered victory in the Battle of Britain. However, it also meant that the RAF’s fundamental

doctrine, which was also the bedrock upon which the notion of an independent air force rested,

that ‘the bomber will always get through’, was fundamentally flawed. It was this realisation that

gave rise to the 1936 reorganisation of the RAF’s command structure and saw the creation of

Coastal Command alongside Bomber Command and Fighter Command.From early days,

Coastal Command was dubbed the “Cinderella” of the trio. The mainstay was ten squadrons of

Ansons which were entirely unsuited to the type of maritime patrol missions which were bound

to confront an island nation engaged in a war of national survival. Lessons from the

devastating U-boat threat in the First World War were fresh in the memory. Yet, it took until late

1937 before any clarity emerged on the role of Coastal Command with trade protection and co-

operation with the Royal Navy then featuring prominently in the script. Clearly, by comparison

with Fighter Command and Bomber Command, Coastal Command was therefore not master of

its own destiny. Whereas in all cases the enemy would have a vote, the war at sea was seen

primarily as the Royal Navy’s business. Here lie the beginnings of the rather ambiguous sense



of ownership by the RAF for its maritime capability. At the time, this was manifest in the

competition for the aircraft industry’s industrial capacity, with Coastal Command coming a

distant third. More recently, it was reflected in the 2010 decision to scrap the Nimrod MRA4

and with it, an RAF capability that had achieved some seventy years of continuous and,

occasionally compelling, operational success. While this significant deficit has now been

partially remedied by the decision to acquire the Boeing P-8 Poseidon, the resulting yawning

capability gap of some eight years has seen the dissipation of both the tacit knowledge and

cultural excellence that were embedded in the DNA of the RAF’s maritime force.In terms of

compelling operational success, the Battle of the Atlantic must stand supreme and Churchill’s

view on the odds was very clear. Whilst this battle waged over four long years, the Command’s

aircraft were initially incapable of reaching the key hunting grounds of the U-boat wolf-packs

and lacked any sensors to enhance the crews’ own visual detection capability. Indeed,

resources were so tight against the RAF’s other priorities that Lord Beaverbrook proposed to

the Defence Committee that ownership of Coastal Command should pass to the Royal Navy.

The subsequent enquiry disagreed: rather, it emphasised the operational harmony which had

been achieved between Coastal Command and the Royal Navy, a facet that was equally

apparent throughout the decades that followed. Understanding the catalyst for this unhelpful

intervention takes us back to that Northamptonshire field of February 1935. Radar

development had come-on apace, and there was now the prospect of an airborne submarine

detection radar, then known as ASV 1. While it had a difficult gestation, it was nevertheless a

game-changer. By mid-1942, developments had increased the detection range to twelve miles

ahead and twenty miles on the beam. In parallel, the development of Leigh Light at last gave

the Command a night detection capability.While both these enhancements were pretty

rudimentary in their performance, they provided a stimulus to crews to apply the maximum

tactical creativity to increase the odds of a successful attack. Prime amongst such thinkers was

Squadron Leader Terry Bullock DSO* DFC* of No. 120 Squadron, the highest-scoring Coastal

Command pilot, whose inspirational leadership permeated crews far beyond his own squadron.

There was, equally, no shortage of tenacity and courage: Coastal Command aircrew won four

VCs. This collective example of determination, professionalism and tactical skill acted as the

golden thread through the subsequent history of Coastal Command and its successors. In

many ways, this cohesive spirit was generated because of the large crew environment, the

relentless grind of long-range maritime aviation and the sheer doggedness to succeed fuelled

by constantly feeling under-resourced and under-appreciated, made a major contribution to

operational success.Operational success was a paramount objective too during the Cold War.

Every week, Soviet submarines would be on the loose to interdict the West’s nuclear deterrent

submarines. The Nimrod’s ability to track them, gather acoustic intelligence and, if ordered in

war, to sink them was a vital element of encouraging caution in the minds of Warsaw pact

commanders and in undermining the confidence of the submarine commanders in the Soviet

Northern Fleet. Yet none of this was in the public domain until the BBC’s 1978 Panorama

programme revealed the existence of the under-sea listening arrays and the Nimrod’s part in

the plan. The Tom Clancey novel, The Hunt for Red October, did the rest. But, again, the

technology then was rudimentary and relied much on the human creativity of the crew; we

really did play threedimensional chess. Similarly, the aircraft’s versatility increased with

technological advances in sensors and communications seeing it play a compelling role in the

Falklands war, two Gulf wars, in the Balkans and in Afghanistan. Deeper in history, “small wars”

kept Coastal Command’s Shackleton crews equally busy in far-flung places. In all of these

endeavours, the human spirit was to predominate but many of us waited in vain for Cinderella’s



fairy godmother to appear.This Coastal Command Dictionary compiled by Geoff Simpson with

characteristic clarity and forensic attention to detail, adds welcome texture to the received

wisdom on Coastal Command’s history. It also fillsin a number of gaps on aspects that have

not previously been recorded. As both a scholarly reference book and as a highly-digestible

narrative, it serves as a justifiable tribute to more than seventy years of the RAF’s maritime

aviation heritage whose characteristics are accurately reflected in Coastal Command’s motto

of ‘Constant Endeavour’.Air Chief Marshal Sir Brian Burridge KCB, CBECommander-in-Chief

Strike Command, 2003–2006Sir Brian Burridge was commissioned into the Royal Air Force in

1967 as a University Cadet at Manchester University Air Squadron. As a pilot and flying

instructor, he served in the Nimrod maritime patrol force with Nos. 206 and 120 Squadrons but

with a tour in command of Cambridge University Air Squadron in between. He then

commanded the Nimrod Operational Conversion Unit and RAF Kinloss, and was later AOC No.

11/18 Group. Ministry of Defence appointments included three years as Principal Staff Officer

to the Chief of the Defence Staff.Sir Brian commanded the UK Joint Contingent in the Iraq War

of 2003 and was Commander-in-Chief, Strike Command from 2003 to

2006.IntroductionPossibly the first publication on the RAF that I ever read was the HMSO

account of Coastal Command’s activities in the early years of the war. I don’t know why that,

and the story of HMS Ark Royal of similar style and date, were in the family home sixty years

ago, but they left a strong impression.Writing this book has given me the opportunity to delve

much deeper into the “Cinderella Service”, as Coastal Command regarded itself, and learn far

more about the challenges and the heroism involved in fighting the U-boats, sinking the ships

supplying the German war effort and so many other tasks as well, generally carried out over

seas which could be hostile and, indeed, cruel.The part that the Command played in winning

the Second World War is not always accorded its full due, perhaps to some extent because its

efforts were less obvious than those of Bomber and Fighter Commands and less easily

explained by journalists in the limitations of newspaper space. As this book demonstrates, so

often too, the achievements of Coastal Command and its development were entwined with the

Royal Navy and its operations.That Coastal Command was at least the equal of other RAF

Home Commands in ensuring that Nazism did not triumph is something that should always be

remembered.Geoff SimpsonMarch 27 2016AcknowledgementsMany people have shared their

knowledge with me over the years and helped to make writing this book a most enjoyable

experience. Inevitably, some have not lived to receive these thanks. Those to whom I have

reason to be grateful include:Lady AitkenKristen AlexanderGroup Captain Tom Barrett,

OBEColonel Paul BeaverGerry BurkeAir Chief Marshal Sir Brian Burridge, KCB, CBEDeborah

BurnsFlight Lieutenant Owen BurnsSimon ButlerIan Chisholm, Coastal Command and

Maritime Air AssociationIan ColemanSebastian Cox, Air Historical Branch (RAF)Philip

CurtisGroup Captain Alex Dickson, OBE, QVRM, AEFred DunsterWing Commander “Tim”

ElkingtonJohn Evans. Pembroke Dock Sunderland TrustNia EvansAir Chief Marshal Sir

Christopher Foxley-Norris, GCB, DSO, OBEGroup Captain Tom Gleave, CBEGary GodelDidy

Grahame, The Victoria Cross and George Cross AssociationJohn GrehanTerry HisseyRichard

Hunting, CBEImperial War MuseumsWing Commander C G Jefford, MBETim Johnson, Online

Parish Clerk (Geneology) for St EvalMichael KordaLaura LeviMartin MaceEdward

McManusNational Army MuseumThe 2nd Lord Newall, DLAir Commodore Graham Pitchfork,

MBEPritzker Military LibraryRAF LossiemouthRAF MuseumWing Commander Andy Simpson

RAFVR(T)Margaret SimpsonJohn SweeneyVictoria ThompsonThe 3rd Viscount Thurso,

PCJohn TilleyGroup Captain Patrick Tootal, OBE, DLJohn White, Australian War

MemorialKenneth G WynnAAalesund (or Alesund) – Norwegian port on a number of islands a



little less than 150 miles north-north-east of Bergen. British wartime documents often spelt it

“Aalesund”.On the night of October 29 1941, Aalesund was attacked by nine Hudsons of No.

220 Squadron, in an operation which the Coastal Command historian, Andrew Hendrie (who

flew operationally with the Command in the Second World War), considered the most

successful strike ever undertaken by Coastal Command. Accounts vary as to how many ships

were put out of action – between two and four – and there were no RAF casualties.“The

reasons for the Hudsons’ success,” wrote Hendrie, “were due to their crews, which by then had

gained much successful experience; they were a small number, all in one squadron, led by

their own commanding officer, the raid was in a harbour and they gained surprise.”Aalesund

from the air a few hours before the major attack.At the time the Air Ministry claimed that up to

thirty German ships may have been sunk or damaged in less than a week of specialised

attacks.“The harbour and anchorages of the Norwegian port of Aalesund – one of the bases

from which Hitler supplies his northern Russian front – were wreathed in smoke and flames for

hours last night and this morning following the most devastating shipping attack ever carried

out by a single squadron of the RAF.” (From a contemporary bulletin issued by the Air

Ministry).“The ‘planes flew through snowstorms across the North Sea to unload their bombs on

a large concentration of shipping and when they had finished, in the words of one pilot, ‘the

burning ships outshone the moon,’” (From the report which appeared in the Glasgow

Herald).Aerial Minelaying – Mines were laid by the RAF in many areas of European waters

during the Second World War, with both Bomber and Coastal Commands engaged in the work.

Often the RAF was able to reach areas not accessible to the Royal Navy.All minelaying was

under the control of the Navy, so that there was close inter-service co-operation. For

minelaying purposes the European coastline was divided into six areas:-1. The Western

Baltic2. The Kattegat, Kiel, the Sound and Belts3. The South Coast of Norway4. The North

Sea; Danish, German and Netherlands coasts5. The Belgian and northern French coasts6.

The French Biscay coastsIndividual locations in these areas were usually given horticultural

code names, such as geranium and lettuce and were referred to as “gardens”. Mines were

known as “vegetables” and the term “gardening” became commonplace for minelaying.The

start of the campaign was pinpointed in an article in the RAF Historical Society Journal (No.

45, 2009) by Air Commodore Graham Pitchfork, in which he wrote, “Hampdens of No 5 Group

[Bomber Command] …, each carrying a single mine, carried out the first British aerial

minelaying operation on the night of April 13/14 1940 when 13 Mk I magnetic mines were laid

in the Great and Little Belts off the Danish coast. The following night Beauforts of Coastal

Command, also carrying a mine each, laid six mines off the Ems and Weser rivers. These first

aerial minelays coincided with the German occupation of Denmark and Norway.”By the end of

1941 the Coastal Command Beauforts were being utilised almost exclusively in their torpedo

bomber guise, leaving the “Gardening” role to Bomber Command (which saw it as a method of

crew training), with some assistance from the Fleet Air Arm. The arrival of more heavy

bombers during 1942 enabled bomber squadrons to place more mines and Bomber Command

took sole responsibility for the task from March of that year.Air Sea Rescue – Before the

Second World War there was little formal provision for rescuing downed aircrew from the sea.

The RNLI, of course, did sterling work; there were sometimes RAF high speed launches

(HSLs) available and use was made of shipping available in the area. Aerial searches were

largely left to the unit that “owned” the missing aircraft. Ahead of the declaration of war it was

agreed to make more HSLs available. Responsibility for the co-ordination of searches was

given to the various Coastal Command Groups, but the approach to a vital task remained

haphazard.A crisis was reached in the summer of 1940 during Fighter Command operations



over the Channel ports and in the Battle of Britain. Many pilots and other aircrew were going

into the sea and a significant proportion was not being rescued, at least by the British. This led

to some unorthodox rescue attempts. On September 27 1940, for example, off Folkestone,

Pilot Officer “Pip” Cardell of No. 603 Squadron jumped from his stricken Spitfire. His parachute

failed to open. However, Pilot Officer Keith Dexter, of the same squadron, having failed to

attract attention on the shore, crash-landed on the beach, commandeered a rowing boat, but

found himself recovering Cardell’s body.Pilot Officer “Tim” Elkington of No. 1 Squadron did not

land in the sea after baling out of a burning Hurricane on August 16 1940. Instead Flight

Sergeant Frederick Berry used his aircraft to blow Elkington to a landing at West Wittering,

Sussex. By chance Elkington had taken to his parachute near the Nab Tower Light, the

structure of which was originally part of a planned First World War U-boat defence system

consisting of towers and booms. It was far from complete when hostilities ceased.Flight

Sergeant Berry would be lost in action on September 1 1940.At this point German rescue of

their aircrew (and sometimes British as well) was more effective. Their float planes operated

close to the English coast, despite RAF pilots being under orders to shoot them down (the

Luftwaffe also attacked British aircraft engaged in rescue work). In addition, combat aircraft

often carried inflatable rubber dinghies and use was made of a chemical method of causing the

sea around an airman to turn bright green. Some aircrew considered the German lifejacket to

be superior to the “Mae West”.Improvement had come about from July 1940, when Air Vice-

Marshal Park, commanding Fighter Command’s No. 11 Group, and working in conjunction with

Bertram Ramsay, Vice Admiral, Dover, had obtained some Army Co-operation Lysanders to be

used to assist HSLs in searches for downed aircrew. Dye and other equipment improvements

were adopted. Lysanders were officially transferred to Fighter Command in August 1940.Pilot

Officer (later Wing Commander) Jack Rose recalled that the dye was issued to No. 32

Squadron pilots on the morning of August 25 1940, with instructions that the pack be sewn on

their life jackets. Shortly afterwards at dispersal, Rose performed the task. At about 19.00

hours that day Rose and Pilot Officer Keith “Colt” Gillman were both shot down over the

Channel. Two hours later a searching aircraft from the squadron spotted a dye stain and

directed a ship to Rose. By Rose’s account Gillman had not undertaken the sewing task. He

was not found.In January 1941 a Directorate of Sea Rescue Services was set up at the Air

Ministry. Its functions were later taken over by the Directorate of Aircraft Safety. Coastal

Command was made responsible for air sea rescue that was required more than twenty miles

from the British coast.The existing Fighter Command rescue units became Nos. 275–278

Squadrons. Two ASR squadrons were formed in Coastal Command – No. 279 at Bircham

Newton and No. 280 at Thorney Island. In theory both were equipped with Hudsons, but such

was the demand for the type for other duties that No. 280 started with Ansons and some were

also operated by No. 279. Flying boats, notably the Walrus and Sunderland, were used to land

on the sea to pick up survivors. Fighters were equipped with dinghies. Later the Vickers

Warwick was used as an ASR aircraft and became one of the types to drop lifeboats.Further

new equipment was developed. From 1941 the practice was to issue aircrew with whistles for

attracting attention after being downed.A rescue that attracted some attention at the time and

later was that carried out on October 22 1941, by a Sunderland of No. 10 Squadron, RAAF,

skippered by Flight Lieutenant Reg Burrage, RAAF, flying from Pembroke Dock. The aircraft in

trouble was a Whitley attached to No. 502 Squadron at St Eval from No. 612 Squadron at Wick.

It was returning on one engine from an anti-submarine patrol off the coast of Spain and the

pilot was Pilot Officer D. H. Limbrey.Burrage later recorded that his aircraft, “Reached the latest

recorded position of the Whitley … and commenced a square search. After completing two



legs of the search received a signal from base giving a later estimated position of the Whitley

which was further east towards The Lizard, and set course accordingly … We had almost

reached The Lizard when we intercepted a signal from a Hudson (indicating that it was over a

dinghy containing five live aircrew) … Dropped a smoke float near the dinghy and waved as we

flew low over the survivors.”Burrage was ordered by base not to land, “unless conditions

permit”. For some time Burrage reflected on the right course of action to take. There was not

much daylight left, the swell was “fairly moderate by Atlantic standards”, though difficult to

assess and the sea was broken with white caps and appeared to be about eight feet from

trough to crest. Eventually Burrage decided to jettison his bombs and depth charges and try to

land. A landing was effected and, after considerable difficulty, the six men in a two-man dinghy

were picked up.An airborne lifeboat is parachuted by a Lockheed Hudson of No. 279 Squadron

to the crew of a USAAF Boeing B-17 who had difficulty in getting into their dinghy after making

a forced landing in the North Sea on July 26 1943.Later, the Air Officer Commanding No. 19

Group, Air Vice-Marshal G. R. Bromet signalled, “Well done. You have shown great initiative

and fine seamanship. I hope the Whitley crew are none the worse for their experience.”In

considering whether to land, Reg Burrage had no doubt taken into account an earlier open sea

landing in which he had been involved, as second pilot, where the Sunderland was so badly

damaged that it had to be sunk by the Royal Navy after its crew and four RAF survivors had

been taken off.“20 AIRMEN SAVED IN DAY”The air sea rescue service of a Coastal Command

Group rescued 20 airmen yesterday. In addition to nine survivors of a Sunderland, the crew of

seven of a four-engine bomber were saved after being in their dinghy for only two-and-a-half

hours. A Walrus took them aboard just before a Coastal Command high speed launch arrived.

Not one of the seven was injured.“In the evening the crew of four of another aircraft was

rescued.”(From the Daily Telegraph, April 17 1943).Air to Surface Vessel (ASV) – A radar

system developed in the runup to hostilities. Installation of ASV Mk I in Coastal Command

aircraft, initially Hudsons and Sunderlands, began early in the war. Improved performance was

achieved with the introduction of Long Range ASV and ASV Mk II. It transpired that ASV could

detect submarines as well as surface vessels.There was considerable further development and

competition between Coastal Command and Bomber Command for equipment suitable for the

purposes of those Commands.An Aldis lamp being used to signal from an aircraft to a

convoy.Aldis Lamp – A signalling lamp invented by Arthur Aldis which was produced in various

sizes. Such lamps were used for signalling from aircraft, often by means of Morse

Code.Altmark – A 12,000 ton German tanker used to supply the pocket battleship, Admiral

Graf Spee, before it was scuttled in December 1939 after the Battle of the River Plate. In

February 1940 the Altmark was returning to Germany carrying almost 300 seamen captured

by the Admiral Graf Spee from British ships.The British were determined to free these

prisoners, but, as the Altmark hugged the coast of Norway, then a neutral country, the Royal

Navy lost the ship. Coastal Command was tasked to undertake a search and a Hudson of No.

220 Squadron, captained by Pilot Officer C. W. McNeill, located the quarry as it made its way to

Jossing Fjord. The diplomatic position was delicate, but the destroyer HMS Cossack, with

direct intervention by Winston Churchill as First Lord of the Admiralty, was eventually ordered

to sail into the fjord and liberate the prisoners. The Cossack brushed aside attempts by

Norwegian naval vessels to prevent it entering the area and went alongside the Altmark.A

boarding party, led by Lieutenant Bradwell Turner, then sought the prisoners and the words,

“The Navy’s Here”, sometimes said to have been shouted by one of the boarding party, entered

wartime folklore. The merchant seamen were returned safely to Britain, though there were

casualties amongst the German crew. Reference is often made to “The Altmark Incident”.The



German prison ship Altmark photographed in Jossing Fjord, Norway. It is believed to be one of

a series of images taken by Flying Officer R. G. M. Walker of No. 224 Squadron, Coastal

Command.Anti-Shipping – In the first years of the war Coastal Command attacked enemy

shipping with great gallantry, but at a fearful cost.John Terraine in The Right of the Line

recorded that, in the last quarter of 1941, the Command sank fifteen hostile ships, while losing

forty-six aircraft. In the next quarter the figures were worse – six ships sunk with fifty-five

aircraft lost.Unsurprisingly, this rate of attrition was clearly having an impact on the squadrons.

Terraine quoted the war diary of No. 407 Squadron, RCAF, referring to the period in 1942 when

it was based at Bircham Newton and flying the Hudson III and then Hudson V – “Since the

squadron became operational again on 1st April we have lost twelve crews, in all fifty persons

either missing or killed. During the past month six crews have been designated missing or

killed on operations with the loss of twenty-seven lives. This does not take into consideration

the fact that after every major operation of this nature at least two or three aircraft are so very

badly damaged that they are of no use to this, or any other squadron.”Terraine went on to

applaud the bravery of men carrying out attacks in which the extremely low level of their

assault was sometimes evidenced by the souvenirs of their targets carried by returning aircraft.

He attributed losses in part to the despatch of experienced crews to the Middle East and the

increasing capability of German anti-aircraft defences. In July 1942 the order came down that

low level attacks were to cease. At medium level the success rate declined

accordingly.Minelaying achieved results and the advent of the Strike Wings (see separate

entries for Aerial Minelaying and Strike Wings) greatly improved the situation.“What a sight it

was! The whole convoy, which a moment before had been sailing peacefully down the coast

was now covered by a pall of smoke.” Squadron Leader Jack Davenport, RAAF, describes an

attack on a German convoy, just off the coast of southern Norway on July 15 1944. “Ships were

on fire and sinking. Everywhere, dozens of aircraft were diving, firing and turning in all

directions. As I broke away, I saw the largest vessel in the convoy with a mass of flames from

stem to stern. Just in front of it there came a terrific explosion and steam and water spouted up

to 300 or 400 feet. When it subsided, the ship that had been there was there no longer. She

blew up without leaving a single trace.” (Quoted in Jack Davenport, Beaufighter Leader by

Kristen Alexander).The sortie involved 44 Beaufighters of Nos. 144, 404, 455 and 489

Squadrons. The convoy consisted of four merchant vessels and five escort ships.
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